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Abstract This paper presents the findings of an agent-based model of the shift
toward liberal opinions over time within contemporary European populations. Empirical findings and theoretical reflection on this sort of shift suggest that cohort effects,
and especially changes in the opinions of teenagers, are a primary driver of liberalization at the population level. We outline the core features and dynamics of the
model and report on several optimization experiments that clarify the conditions
under which—and the mechanisms by which—opinions become more liberal as
agents interact with one another within and across cohorts.
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1 Introduction
In many contexts today, the dynamic flow of opinions seems to be shifting with
cohorts rather than within individuals, i.e., opinions appear to change intergenerationally. Empirical evidence suggests this is the case for attitudes related to issues
such as traditional gender roles [1, 2], LGBTQ rights [3, 4], and religious beliefs and
behaviors [5, 6]. This phenomenon, where societal change occurs as a consequence
of cohort replacement rather than changes during the lifetime of an individual, can
be called demographic metabolism [7]. Obviously, societal changes may also be a
consequence of age (A), and/or period (P), instead of cohort (C) effects. A growing
number of scholars, however, are finding evidence that supports the claim that cohort
effects are a dominant force in the shift of opinions and/or attitudes within societies [8,
9]. One of the best documented examples is the decline of religiosity among western
European nations [10–13]. However, the conditions under which—and the mechanisms by which—such intergenerational changes occur remain elusive. It seems
plausible that the answer has something to do with what happens during the teenage
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years, which recent psychological experiments suggest are a period of life during
which individuals are more easily influenced by others [14, 15].
Here we use an agent-based model (ABM) to investigate how mechanisms related
to age may drive intergenerational changes in opinion. The model and simulation
experiments we outline and report on below are designed to explore the mechanisms
by which opinions shift among cohorts in a population spanning 300 years. Although
our model does not explain all the relevant factors in such shifts, it does provide an
empirically informed, theoretically inspired, and relatively realistic artificial society
with a causal architecture that enables scholars to explore these factors and conditions
with more precision. We are explicitly attempting to respond to the concerns identified
by Flache et al. [16] regarding the relative lack of empirical validation in most opinion
dynamics models. Our goal is to provide an ABM that can simulate the emergence
of population level changes among cohorts that are observed in the real world. The
realism of the model is strengthened by the inclusion of reproduction and mortality
rates informed by UN census data. Hence, in our model agents reproduce, age, and
die at rates that are like those of human populations. Further, as explained below, we
optimize the model against empirical findings from research on shifts in religious
opinions in the European Social Survey. We used shift in religious opinions as an
example because it is a very well documented phenomenon about which we have
good data in relation to which we can optimize the model parameters. Our artificial
society thus mimics the intergenerational opinion changes documented in real human
societies.

2 Methods
2.1 The Model
The model was written in AnyLogic v.8.7.3. Our approach involves using a basic
opinion dynamics model of positive and negative influence on top of which we build
mechanisms related to age effects, as explained below.
Agents. The artificial society represented in the model is inhabited by individual
human agents who have an opinion value (range [0,1]), an age, and belong to a
specific five-year cohort or generation (calculated according to the year of birth).
On initialization, 1000 adult agents (age 0–100) are created. The initial opinions of
agents are drawn from a normal distribution N (μ = 0.99, σ = 0.005). The agents’
age distribution follows a typical pyramid shape. Every year (52 weeks) agents age
by one year, and die or give birth with a probability according to their age (agents give
birth only between ages 15–49). Birth and mortality rates, and initial age distribution,
come from UN census data. For simplicity, we assume asexual reproduction and on
average agents give birth to ~1.02 agents, so the population size remains stable. Note,
however, that mortality and reproduction are stochastic in the model, thus we expect
some degree of variation in the number of offspring each agent has. Every two weeks
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agents that are 12 years old or older hold a dyadic social interaction with another
randomly selected agent (age > = 12). The social interaction may affect the opinion
value of the agent in a positive, negative, or neutral way (see below).
Bias inheritance of opinion values. Newborns inherit opinion values from their
parents with some bias, i.e., parent’s value * bias, where bias is a random value drawn
from a Weibull distribution. The Weibull distribution is truncated at [0,1] values,
and its scale and shape parameters were optimized (see optimization experiments).
Agents may thus inherit the same opinion value of their parent or a value somewhat
lower depending on the shape and scale of the distribution. The rationale behind this
decision is informed by research indicating the inheritability of religiosity [17, 18].
Social interactions. Social interactions can influence agents’ opinion values in three
different ways; positive, negative, or neutral. Here we are adapting previous studies
of positive and negative influence [16, 19, 20].
Positive influence. The opinion value of the agent (Ego) moves in the direction of the
interaction partner’s opinion if the partner’s opinion is within the positive confidence
threshold (Fig. 1).
The update of Ego’s opinion value is then given by Eq. (1):


Ego_O pi t+1 = Ego_O pi t + Par tner _O pi t − Ego_O pi t ∗ Pos_ Age_I mpact
(1)
where the age impact is a value between [0,0.5] that is modulated by the age of Ego
(see age effects). Note that the interaction is unidirectional, i.e., Ego is the only one
potentially changing its opinion value; the partner does not get this chance.
Negative influence. The opinion value of the agent moves in the opposite direction
of the partner’s opinion if the partner’s opinion is outside the negative confidence
interval (Fig. 2).
The update of Ego’s opinion depends on whether the absolute difference between
Ego’s opinion and that of its partner is larger than the negative confidence interval.
This is given by Eqs. 2 and 3.

Fig. 1 Positive social interaction
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Fig. 2 Negative social interaction

If Ego opinion > partner opinion:


Ego_O pi t+1 = Ego_O pi t + 1 − Ego_O pi t ∗ N eg_Age_I mpact

(2)

If Ego opinion < partner opinion


Ego_O pi t+1 = Ego_O pi t + Ego_O pi t ∗ N eg_Age_I mpact

(3)

where the negative age impact is a value between [0,0.5] that is modulated by the
age of Ego (see age effects). Note that the more extreme the opinion of Ego the
lower the change after the social interaction. As in the positive interactions, negative
interactions are unidirectional; partner opinions do not change due to the interaction.
Neutral influence. The opinion value of the agent remains the same if the partner’s
opinion is neither within the positive influence interval nor outside the negative
confidence interval (Fig. 3).
Age effects. Age effects act on the value of the positive and negative impact of a social
interaction (Eqs. 1–3). Both the positive and negative impact of social interactions
decrease with age. For positive interactions this means that as agents get older they
will be less impacted by (more reluctant to adopt) other’s opinion; when they are
young, they are more impacted by others. For negative interactions this means that
as agents get older they become more tolerant and less repulsed by opinions different
than their own; when they are young they are more easily repulsed by others’ opinions.
The decrease of the impact value occurs in a linear or nonlinear way according to
Eq. 4.

Fig. 3 Neutral social interaction
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γ<1

Impact

γ=1
γ>1

Fig. 4 Impact values according to the agent’s age and values of γ


Age_I mpact = Max_I mpact ∗ 1 −

Age
Max_Age

γ
(4)

where Max_Impact is the maximum possible value of the impact, age is the age of
the agent, and Max_Age is the maximum age agents can achieve, i.e., 100. Hence,
depending on the value of gamma (γ), the decrease of the impact value can be linear
(γ = 1); or nonlinear (Fig. 4). Note that when age is 12, the value of impact is
maximum.

2.2 Empirical Data
As noted above, our goal is to link this exploratory model to empirical data. We
have selected an influential study by Voas [13] that demonstrates the change among
cohorts in opinions related to the shift from religious to secular societies across
several countries in Europe. This is a phenomenon that has been documented and
well-studied by scholars over the last few decades [21]. Voas documents the decline
of religiosity and provides a model producing an s-shape trajectory of the decline of
religiosity over time, from a very religious country at year 0 to a very secular one
around year 200. Given that in the model the maximum opinion value is 1 and the
minimum is 0 and that 200 years corresponds to ~40 five-year cohorts, we converted
the trajectory provided by Voas to values according to five-year cohorts in the x-axis
and used this trajectory as a target trajectory against which to optimize the parameters
of the model (Fig. 5).
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Fig. 5 Decline of religiosity

2.3 Optimization, Simulations and Parameters Variation
We ran optimization experiments to find combinations of parameter values (Table
1) that could lead to a decrease in opinions (religiosity) among cohorts in a similar
fashion to the decline in religiosity found by Voas in the European Social Survey
[13]. We used the optimization engine of AnyLogic, which allows the user to obtain
a combination of values that increases or decreases a specific output value obtained
from an input function. In our case, the input function calculated the residual sum
of squares (RSS) between the model cohort values and the cohort values of the
decline of religiosity (Fig. 6). The optimization experiments found the combination
of parameters that minimize the output value (RSS). We ran a total of five optimization
Table 1 Parameters optimized
Parameter

Description

Potential values

Bias inheritance (Weibull distribution)
Shape

The shape parameter of the distribution

[0.1–2.0]

Scale

The scale parameter of the distribution

[0.01–1.0]

Positive interactions
Max opinion difference Determines size of the interval of attraction (Fig. 1)

[0.005,0.1]

Max impact value

Maximum impact of interactions (Eq. 1)

[0.05,0.5]

γ Age impact

Age Impact modulator when older partner (Eq. 4)

[0,100]

Negative interactions
Min opinion difference

Determines size of the interval for repulsion (Fig. 2) [0.05,0.8]

Max impact value

Maximum impact of interactions (Eq. 2–3)

[0.05,0.5]

γ Age impact

Age impact modulator when older partner (Eq. 4)

[0,100]
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Fig. 6 Average cohort value in the model (red) in comparison with empirical decay (black). The
x-axis represents cohort number (the farther to the left the older the cohort). The y-axis represents
the average opinion value per cohort

experiments from which we obtained five different combinations of optimized values
(Table 2).
Table 2 Optimized parameters values. Values from five optimization experiments. RSS = residual
sum of squares
Parameter

Median value

Min–Max

RSS
Median:
0.263
Max–Min:
[0.221–0.312]

Bias inheritance
Shape parameter

1.259

[0.100–1.974]

Scale parameter

0.127

[0.010–0.795]

Max opinion difference

0.036

[0.026–0.039]

Max impact value

0.402

[0.396–0.478]

Positive influence

γ Age impact

44.902

[39.414–57.970]

Negative influence
Min opinion difference

0.708

[0.666–0.722]

Max impact value

0.331

[0.321–0.344]

γ Age impact

2.269

[0.000–3.424]
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Simulations were run for 300 years. We did this because cohort number 40 would
have only been born at year 200 and we wanted to allow for agents in that last cohort
to alter opinions during their whole life span. This required us to let the model run for
300 years. Each year consists of 52 weeks and agents have a random social interaction
every two weeks. During the simulation we collected the average opinion of each
five-year cohort (agents were grouped from cohort 0 to 40 according to their year
of birth) and used this value to calculate the RSS at the end of the simulation. The
parameters that were optimized are shown in Table 1. We constrained the potential
range of values that each parameter could have.

3 Results
3.1 Decrease in Opinion Among Cohorts
Figure 6 shows the decrease in the average value of opinions among cohorts in the
model (red) and demonstrated in empirical data (black). The model decrease fit the
empirical data moderately (RSS in Table 2 below). Nevertheless, average opinion
(conservative religiosity) in the model does decrease with time and appears to differ
among cohorts. More interestingly, later cohorts also appear to have a lower opinion
value (become more liberal) than earlier cohorts (Fig. 6).

3.2 Bias Inheritance of Opinions
Results of the five optimization experiments are shown in Table 2. The optimized
values of the Weibull distribution suggest that the inheritance of opinions follows
a skewed distribution (Fig. 7). Most agents (~80%) inherit an opinion value that is
80–100% equal to that of their parents; only a minority (~6%) inherit opinion values
that are half or less than half the value of their parents (Fig. 7).

3.3 Confidence Intervals (CI): Positive and Negative
The experiments show that in all cases the maximum opinion difference for positive
influence was much lower than the minimum opinion difference for negative influence (Table 2). In other words, agents were positively influenced only by others that
had a very similar opinion and negatively influenced only by others that had a very
different opinion than theirs; and the zone of neutrality, where agents are neither
attracted nor repelled by other’s opinion, was large (Fig. 3). Hence, to be repulsed
by others’ opinions, interacting agents must have extreme opinions.
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Fig. 7 Distribution of bias values. Agents inherit an opinion value equal to their parent’s value*bias

3.4 Effect of Age on the Positive and Negative Impact
of Interactions
In all five simulation experiments, the impact of positive interactions appears higher
than that of negative interactions (Table 2). However, the impact of positive interactions decreases much faster with age than the impact of negative interactions. In fact,
positive interactions stop having a significant influence in agents’ opinions (impact
value <0.001) when they reach an age of [20–25] years old. In contrast, the impact of
negative interactions appears to last for a much longer time, with the value of impact
remaining higher than 0.001 up to the age of [85–100] years old. Hence, although
agents in the model stopped being attracted by others’ opinions at an early age, they
continued to be repulsed by others’ opinion during most of their lifetime.

4 Discussion
Results of our simulations show how age effects during the teenage years may help
explain the phenomenon observed among human societies where change in opinions
appears to happen among cohorts (or generations) rather than during individuals’
lifetimes. The simulation experiments showed two different forces acting at the agent
level. First, as already suggested by empirical studies and social experiments [14,
15], agents are positively influenced (attracted) by others’ opinions most strongly
during their teenage years; once they reach adulthood, they are less influenced by
others’ opinions. Further, agents are primarily attracted to opinions that are like the
ones they currently hold (median absolute difference < = 0.036, Table 2). Our results
also suggest that agents remain sensitive, in a negative way, to others’ opinions during
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most of their lifetime. However, repulsion primarily occurs when interacting agents
hold extreme opinions (median absolute difference > = 0.7, Table 2). It seems,
therefore, that once agents reach adulthood (~20–25 years old), their opinions do not
change unless they encounter agents with extreme opposite opinions.
In the model, the inheritance of biased opinion values transmitted from parents to
offspring is a necessary process for the emergence of the intergenerational change in
opinions. When in our simulations bias inheritance values are drawn from a normal
distribution (μ = 1, σ = [0.164–0.2]) rather than from a Weibull distribution, the
fit between the empirical data and the model’s results is worst (median RSS value
= 0.635). This suggests that the simulation requires that least a small percentage
of agents (~6%) inherit an opinion value that is half (or lower) than that of their
parent. This inheritance process produces a population of agents whose opinions are
at the extreme of the continuum. The presence of agents with extreme opinions seems
necessary to start the process of opinion change among cohorts. Note, however, that
this inheritance process alone (i.e., inheritance of biased opinion values without age
effects and social interactions) is not enough to produce intergenerational changes.
Simulation runs that only include this inheritance process show a worse fit than
simulations with this inheritance process plus age effects and social interactions
(median RSS with no age effects and social interactions = 0.359). Furthermore,
running the model without social interactions is somewhat unrealistic since it is well
known that people’s opinions are readily influenced by others. It is also important
to note that the biased inheritance of opinion values can be seen as an abstraction
of additional social forces that are not explicitly modeled (e.g., the influence of role
models [22]).
Social interactions occur randomly in the model. Every agent has the same possibility of meeting any other agent. Networks are thus not represented in the model.
However, we do not think that the lack of a network structure has a major effect
on the model’s results. From literature, we know that social networks are usually
comprised of others with similar opinions [23]. This is the type of social network we
would expect to emerge in the model if we were to quantify and link agents that have
positive interactions among each other. This is because the confidence interval for
positive interactions is small and thus the networks of agents that positively influence each other’s opinions must be comprised of agents with homophilous opinions.
Further, if we were to constrain agents into opinion homophily networks, we would
be missing interactions among agents with extreme opinions and thus preclude the
effect of negative social interactions on the agents’ opinions.
The model presented here was designed with the goal of exploring potential mechanisms underlying intergenerational changes in opinions in populations spanning
over 300 years. In particular, motivated by empirical findings in social learning [13,
14], we were interested in testing whether mechanisms related to age effects could
give rise to the intergenerational decay in religiosity, a phenomenon observed across
many European countries. Our findings suggest that age effects, particularly during
teenage, may be behind the observed shifts in religious level among cohorts. Indeed,
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several studies on secularization suggest that religious socialization during the formative years is a pivotal time determining whether religious beliefs are acquired and
maintained during adulthood [24–26].
Further, our results also raise other interesting questions. For instance, can these
teenage-related mechanisms be generalized to other contexts or beliefs? In the
opinion dynamics literature, researchers usually classify beliefs in two categories:
subjective and objective beliefs. Subjective beliefs, such as religion or politics,
usually elicit strong convictions and/or emotions. Objective beliefs on the other hand
are governed neither by convictions nor emotions. If the (teen)age effects suggested
by our results are a general mechanism for the acquisition, change, and maintenance
of beliefs, we should expect similar patterns of intergenerational change in beliefs
whether they are subjective or objective. However, the intergenerational change in
beliefs observed in human societies usually occurs in moral and political subjects,
i.e., subjective beliefs. Hence, the mechanisms behind the acquisition, change, and
maintenance of objective beliefs may be different from the ones here suggested.
When it comes to subjective beliefs (moral or political values), these may be adopted
at an early age and become difficult to change in adulthood; when it comes to objective beliefs, other mechanisms underlying learning and change of opinions may be
at play.
In the model, the religious opinion value is a continuous variable ranging between
0 and 1, meaning that there are preestablished maxima and minima. Without these
limits, agents with extremely low religiosity may become more and more radical as
long as they keep meeting others with extremely high religiosity; i.e., parts of the
population would polarize. For polarization to happen, however, some agents need to
escape the pull of the population towards increasingly lower religiosity. Once agents
with a low enough religiosity start to emerge, there would be a self-sustaining mutual
repulsion of low and high religiosity agents (given that they interact). In such cases,
enclaves of high religiosity agents may then remain in the population.
In sum, our results do not show a perfect fit between the model and empirical
data. The fit could be considered moderate. This suggests that other factors are likely
playing a role in the way individuals acquire and change their opinions. Future work
might involve the integration of aspects of the current model with aspects of other
ABMs of secularization processes that have more complex cognitive architectures
[27–30]. Nevertheless, our model was designed to explicitly test these age-related
mechanisms, leaving out several other potential processes such as social networks
(friends, family, acquittances, neighborhood, job, etc.), spatially explicit interactions,
influence of role models or prestigious individuals, different types of social learning
strategies, and individuals’ personality. Exploring all these mechanisms at the same
time would have made the model more complex and thus more difficult to understand.
Nevertheless, our results add plausibility to the claim that (teen)age effects are an
important mechanism in intergenerational changes in beliefs. We hope our work will
motivate further exploration of this important societal phenomenon.
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